Grade Center Basics
Accessing the Grade Center
Navigating the Grade Center
Setting Grade Center views
Adding grade columns
Sorting the Grade Center columns
Hiding and showing columns
Entering and editing scores
Deleting or exempting a score

Modifying and removing Smart Views
Setting a default Smart View
Adding to the Favorite list
Editing a grade column
Setting an external grade
Sorting individual columns
Hiding columns from view
Showing hidden columns
Showing and hiding rows

Working with the Grade Details View
Viewing grade details
Overriding a score manually
Clearing an attempt
Using the Feedback and Notes option
Navigating between users and assignments
Using the Jump To option
Viewing a test attempt
Navigating and scoring student tests
Adding a quick comment

Viewing test attempt statistics
Viewing column statistics
Downloading grades
Uploading grades
Downloading test results
Sending e-mail
Sending an external e-mail

Working with Calculated Columns
Adding an Average column
Adding a Minimum/Maximum column
Adding a Total column
Adding a Weighted column

Working with Grading Periods
Adding grading periods
Modifying and deleting a grading period
Viewing a grading period
Associating grading periods with scores
Grading period calculations

Creating Reports and Working Offline
Generating reports
Viewing Grade History

Managing the Grade Center
Modifying the Grading Schema
Choosing grading color codes
Creating categories
Editing and removing categories
Using Smart Views
Adding a Smart View
Choosing different Smart Views